A-DEC 500
at 12 O’Clock
& Side
®

With a round, pivoting worksurface
and instrumentation that rotates around
the worksurface, you’ll have an extensive range of motion and better
positioning than any other cabinetmounted system available today.

Greater
Productivity

Whether you choose 12 o’clock
or side delivery with A-dec 500,
you’ll have an incredibly flexible
treatment room with exceptional
instrument positioning for both

Preference Collection®
5580 Treatment Console

four- and two-handed operations.

At A-dec, we believe your choice of instrument delivery should
allow you to operate comfortably and efficiently. Which is why
we created A-dec 500 side and 12 o’clock delivery solutions—a
full-line of cabinet-mounted systems that keep instrumentation
out of the direct view of patients, while also providing a means
to greater productivity for your entire team.

A-dec 545 Assistant’s
Instrumentation

Preference Collection 5531
Accessory Console with
A-dec 542 Side Delivery

Exceptional range of motion is the key. In addition to a round,
rotating, and height-adjustable worksurface, A-dec 500 assistant’s instrumentation features a total of five pivot points to
maximize positioning—which means better visibility, less
stretching, and reduced motion for your assistant. Meanwhile,
A-dec 500 doctor’s instrumentation at 12 o’clock moves independently from the worksurface and includes four pivot points
to improve positioning. The combined result is a complete and
flexible system that offers better ergonomics and efficiency than
any other 12 o’clock delivery solution available today.

A-dec 500 Chair

Preference Collection
5580 Treatment Console
with A-dec 541 Duo
Delivery and trackmounted monitor

Inside the A-dec 541 control
center, you’ll find a unique
platform that simplifies the

A-dec 500 side and 12 o’clock delivery choices take technology
accommodation to a level no other cabinet-mounted system can
match. With ample space and creative design, A-dec 500 seamlessly integrates ancillary devices that once required separate
boxes, additional wiring, and cumbersome tubing. All of this
is now hidden inside, along with a simple and reliable data
communication system that allows you to incorporate just what
you need today, or easily upgrade in the future. To streamline
your system even further, choose the optional deluxe touchpad,
and you’ll have one streamlined control for chair, dental light,
and handpiece functions—as well as other integrated accessories, like electric motors, intra-oral cameras, and scalers.

A convenient track-mount
option (now available on
most Preference® upper
storage modules) makes
flat-panel monitor positioning much more flexible.

Preference Collection 5580
Treatment Console with
track-mounted monitor

integration of small equipment.
There’s also ample space, so
after incorporating today’s
most popular devices, you’ll
still have room for additional
future upgrades.

Technology
Accommodation

The A-dec 541 allows you
to integrate all the dynamic
instruments you need at
12 o’clock. And with the
added flexibility of placing
them precisely where you
want them, you’ll also be

In addition to the

able to improve ergonomics

many assistant’s instru-

and maximize efficiency.

mentation choices, a unique
flex-holder allows you to add
another position for small
equipment, such as a curing
light.

Quality Choices
• Universal mounting hardware allows you to place
the Self-Contained Water Bottle virtually anywhere in the treatment room. To further simplify
waterline maintenance, be sure to consider
A-dec ICX™ Waterline Tablets.

• The Deluxe Touchpad provides a single, streamlined control for chair, dental light, and handpiece
functions—as well as a number of other integrated
accessories, including Electric Motors, Intraoral
Cameras, Ultrasonic Scalers, and Curing Lights.

• Worksurface options include a Full Spectrum of
Colors in laminate or solid surface and a unique
Flex-Holder that conveniently clamps to any
worksurface under 1" (25.4 mm) thick, allowing
you to place an additional holder precisely where
it’s needed.

• Large or Small Tray Holders feature full rotation
and are available on A-dec 541 and 545 systems.

• Preference 12 o’clock and upper storage modules
offer a Track-Mount option that enhances flatpanel monitor positioning for intraoral camera
viewing, patient recordkeeping, or entertainment.

For more information on A-dec 500 cabinet-mounted delivery systems, contact your
local authorized A-dec dealer, visit www.a-dec.com, or call us at 1-800-547-1883
(1-503-538-7478 worldwide).
The colors and products in this brochure may vary from the actual materials and are subject to change without notice.
Please see your authorized A-dec dealer for accurate color samples and the most current product information.
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